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O.K...it's about time.we have to stand up,and walk
proud...

(CHORUS)
We have to start knowing what to do,and how to show
it....Lord Please!!
So what do you know?.....

People are thinking if it is,or it isn't:I'm second
guessing.I'm thinking like i should,but the road keeps
on stretching.It's getting more difficult.Day by Day i
have a visual of how it was,or should i say how it has
been.None of this had ever made sense until i saw the
light,and made the dark less dense.If you bite the hand
that feeds,you don't deserve to be fed.There's just too
much greed.I just can't get it through my head.I do not
read what's around me,and what happened.Man, they
don't see what i found is overlapping.I fought,but never
got the answers to my own problems.Imma stand
strong ,and pray hard,so i can solve them...

(CHORUS)

When i talk about life,it throws me back in my
shoes.Imma walk and gonna use them on the road that
i choose...Hey,imma let them know why they should not
interrupt.Hey,imma let them know why i just won't get
enough.I'm here standing there.It isn't "give" then it's
to share imma keep looking for peace.Hey,tell me,Is it
there?
Well,i guess it isn't,so what do i do.I'll still do what i do
if it really means to take a walk with the Lord.I have to
take a risk.Days turn to years.I fear that this will
twist...I'm back-playing of when it wasn't too much to
interfere.There's a lot of stress,but now the road is
cleared...

(CHORUS)

yeah, this is what happens when you think everything's
good......until you figure out..it's not...o.k...
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